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A new session has started with a great note with the school achieving more milestones. The school is now 

a proud member of the Round Square congregation of schools and hoping to be an integral part of it with 

more and more students participating in their activities. Our students have also made us proud by being 

placed in eminent Global Universities for their further studies. Priyanshu Mishra and Sudit Kumar Sahoo of 

Class XII  have received Admission Acceptance Letter with 100 percent scholarship from the prestigious New York 

University (NYU),Abu Dhabi campus. 

It was so heartening to see that all of you have done reasonably well in your annual exams . God bless you 

all and may you keep developing this way. You are the most precious treasure we have here in the school 

and will continue to do our best to help you reach the pinnacle of excellence in every aspect of life.I am 

confident that with the able guidance of our teachers and infallible dedication from you students, the 

dream of making our school as one of the top schools in the country and possibly in the world could be 

achieved definitely which is of course taking a beautiful shape gradually. 

It has been rightly said that every old thing has to give way to new. One successful academic session has 

gone by and a new year has stepped in. I hope it brings lots of new hopes, aspirations, thoughts,new ideas 

and successes. Don’t forget that ‘Life is what we make of it,its not as others make it for us’. As we start this 

year, I’d truly appreciate if each one of us develop and maintain a healthy habit of reading & writing well, 

to strengthen our English language skills. 

So, let us all pledge our whole hearted effort and teamwork towards our mission to become a global brand 

and set out on our journey to excellence. Remember, our tagline – “ We will be the best, or different from 

the rest. The choice is ours.” 

All the best to the SAIoneers. 
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